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Political brokering is intensifying in Brazil as the May 31 deadline approaches for parties to register
candidates for the October 3 general elections. May 31 is also the deadline for registration of multiparty coalitions. As the date nears, the country's 18 legally recognized parties are holding party
conventions to complete their slates of candidates. In addition, some party leaders have been
meeting behind closed doors in an effort to put together coalitions that would improve their chances
at the ballot box. At stake on Oct. 3 will be the presidency, as well as positions for 513 deputies, 54
senators, 27 governors, and nearly 1200 state legislators.
After a lengthy series of closed-door meetings, on May 2 presidential candidate Fernando Henrique
Cardoso announced the formation of an electoral coalition to unite his Partido da Social Democracia
Brasileira (PSDB) with the center-left Partido Trabalhista Brasileiro (PTB), and the conservative
Partido da Frente Liberal (PFL). Some PSDB members have criticized Cardoso, who is currently in
second place in public opinion polls, for bringing parties with such disparate ideologies into the
coalition. Nonetheless, Cardoso staunchly defends his broad alliance-building strategy, and in fact
advocates expanding the coalition even more. To this end, Cardoso is still trying to hammer out
agreements with a faction of the Partido Progresista (PP), and with a group of dissidents from the
Partido do Movimento Democratico Brasileiro (PMDB).
"This coalition represents an historic transformation in the concept of politics because it is based
on programs and projects," said PSDB president Tasso Jereissati during a ceremony convoked
to announce formation of the coalition. "It is a governing alliance that breaks the long period of
inertia and excessive timidity of the Brazilian political elites." The new coalition, dubbed Union for
Brazil, quickly completed its electoral slate, naming PFL Senator Guilherme Palmeira to the vice
presidential slot on the ticket with Cardoso. One of the strongest points Palmeira had going for
him was that he has support in Brazil's northeastern region, a prerequisite set by the PSDB for the
number-two spot, to compensate for its own lack of support in that part of the country.
The Cardoso-Palmeira platform will emphasize a continuation of the economic stabilization
program drafted in late 1993 by Cardoso, who was then serving as minister of finance. The plan,
which seeks to bring inflation under control, includes the introduction of a new currency, the real,
expected to hit the streets by July 1. Issuance of the new currency just three months before the
election is expected to give Cardoso a huge boost as candidates move into their final period of
campaigning.
Meanwhile, Cardoso has been sharply critical of the platform of his chief rival, Luiz Inacio "Lula"
da Silva of the Partido dos Trabalhadores (PT). Cardoso says the PT platform is long on lofty
objectives, but short on clear plans for achieving them. Lula, who has been the front-runner in the
polls for more than a year, was officially nominated as his party's presidential candidate at the PT
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party convention on May 1 (see NotiSur 05/06/94). Lula's running mate will be Jose Paulo Bisol
of the Partido Socialista Brasileiro (PSB). The PT and PSB will run under the banner of the Brazil
Citizenship Front. It was the same Lula-Bisol ticket that lost the presidential election in 1989 to
Fernando Collor de Mello, who was later removed from office for corruption.
Other presidential contenders who will be on the ballot in October include Leonel Brizola of the
Partido Democratico Trabalhista (PTD), whose candidacy is expected to be confirmed at the PTD
convention May 14-15. Like Lula, Brizola was also a presidential candidate in the 1989 elections.
In addition, businessman Flavio Rocha has been confirmed as the Partido Liberal (PL) candidate,
while Senator Espiridadio Amin is expected to be named as the candidate for the Partido Progresista
Reformador (PPR). Completing the field, the PMDB will decide on its presidential candidate on
May 15, choosing among ex-governor of Sao Paulo Orestes Quercia, former president Jose Sarney
(1985-1990), and ex-governor of Parana Roberto Requiao.
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